Rural Map

LEGEND

- Discovery Trail
- Trail
- Cemetery
- City Parks
- Regional Parks

65 ABERDEEN CEMETERY
66 ALBERT DYCK MEMORIAL PARK
67 ARNOLD DYKE TRAIL
68 BRADNER PARK
69 DOUGLAS TAYLOR PARK
70 HERITAGE LANDS PARK
71 HOGAN FAMILY NATURE PARK
72 HOGAN PARK
73 HUNTINGDON PARK
74 MCDONALD PARK
75 MATSQUI TRAIL REGIONAL PARK
76 MATSQUI VILLAGE PARK
77 MCKAY CREEK TRAIL
78 MT. LEHMAN CEMETERY
79 MT. LEHMAN COMMUNITY PARK
80 SUMAS RIVER TRAIL
81 SWENSSON PARK
82 UPPER SUMAS FIELDS
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